
On the Trail of  Beautiful 
Charming Subatomic Particles 

Precise predictions of the properties of subatomic particles using ab-initio 
calculations have been a big challenge for physicists. In a recent article 
published on 16th November in Physical Review Letters, Nilmani Mathur, 
Sourav Mondal from TIFR, Mumbai, and M. Padmanath, from the University of 
Regensburg, have predicted masses of several new subatomic particles with 
both charm and beauty quarks as their constituents. Using the large-scale 
computational facility of the Indian Lattice Gauge Theory Initiative (ILGTI), 
they have predicted those charming-beautiful subatomic particles with per mille 
accuracy! 

Quarks are the fundamental building blocks of almost our entire visible 
Universe. Among the known six quarks the charming one was discovered in 
1974. Such was the effect of that discovery and subsequent developments that it 
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is known as the November revolution in high-energy physics. The beauty 
(bottom) quark was discovered three years later.  Quantum Chromo Dynamics 
(QCD) is believed to be the theory of strong interactions between these quarks 
through which most of the mass of our visible Universe have been generated. 
This theory allows any combination of a quark and an anti-quark as well as any 
combination of three quarks in special ways yielding varieties of subatomic 
particles known as mesons and baryons, respectively. Our familiar proton is one 
of them and is made of one down-type and two up-type quarks. Similarly, the 
charm and beauty quarks can combine together as well as can interact with 
other quarks jointly to form a variety of subatomic particles. However, till date 
only one of those charming-beautiful particles has been discovered. Nilmani 
and Padmanath’s work has predicted the masses of 13 other charming-beautiful 
subatomic particles with unprecedented accuracy (see figure below). 

 

As the charm and the bottom quarks are heavier, any hadron made of them will 
also be heavy and therefore it requires a large amount of energy to produce 
them. These new subatomic particles are yet to be discovered at various high-
energy physics laboratories around the world, particularly at the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) at CERN. In fact, a large set of data that has already been 
accumulated at LHC may contain signatures of some of these particles and it is 
anticipated that they may well be discovered soon. The first-principles 
calculation of Nilmani, Padmanath and collaborators, leading to precious 
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predictions of the masses of these particles, provides crucial input for their 
discovery. The predicted energy spectra of these particles will be quite helpful 
to gain important insights into the strong dynamics of heavy hadrons at multiple 
scales. Understanding their interactions and decays may also provide significant 
information on the physics beyond the standard model that particle physicists 
have been envisaging for a long time. 

Predicting properties of subatomic particles through first-principles calculations 
is not an easy task. Not only it requires sophisticated understanding of quantum 
field theory, the availability of large-scale computational resources is also 
essential. In fact some of the largest computational resources of the world (for 
scientific purposes) are being utilized by lattice gauge theorists like Nilmani and 
Padmanath, who are trying to solve the mystery of strong interactions of our 
Universe through their investigations inside the femto-Universe (within a scale 
of about 1 in 1000000000000000 meters)! The requirements of such large scale 
computing resources come from the fact that till date there is no analytical 
solution of QCD to obtain the low energy properties of subatomic particles.  
This demands the numerical implementation of QCD on a space-time lattice, 
which is known as lattice QCD. Lattice QCD can describe the structure and 
interactions of these subatomic particles and also plays a crucial role in 
understanding the matter under high temperature and density similar to the 
condition in the early stages of the Universe. 

For more details see https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.
121.202002 
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